Message from the UbiComp Adjunct Chairs
The adjunct program has always been a very important part of the UbiComp conference
series, and this year is no exception. The conference is preceded by no less than two full
days of workshops, featuring 12 one-day workshops, a programming competition, a
workshop on broadening participation in the field, and a one-day Doctoral School. Posters,
demos, and videos are scheduled at key moments within the main conference schedule:
demos and posters form the highlight of the Welcome Reception on the first day and videos
are woven into the regular session program. Long-time attendees of the respective
conference series have come to appreciate the many opportunities that the adjunct
program offers for creating interactions among community members.
This year we received a total number of 108 submissions to the UbiComp adjunct
program and after the formal review process accepted 50 poster, 4 videos, and 25
demos. As in previous years, it was possible to submit one piece of work simultaneously
as a demo, and poster, giving authors the opportunity to present their work in different
presentation formats and ultimately receiving significantly more face-time with conference
attendees. All submissions were peer-reviewed by at least two external reviewers plus an
additional review by a committee member or session chair. All associated extended
abstracts are available through the ACM digital library as part of the Adjunct Proceedings of
UbiComp 2014.
Our thanks go to all authors who submitted their work to the UbiComp 2014 adjunct
track – your active participation in this conference series is a key ingredient to its vibrancy
and scientific relevance. We sincerely hope that you will enjoy the adjunct program as
much as we did when organizing it!
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